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Abstract. Automatic structures are finitely presented structures where the universe and all
relations can be recognized by finite automata. It is known that the isomorphism problem for
automatic structures is complete for Σ11 ; the first existential level of the analytical hierarchy.
Several new results on isomorphism problems for automatic structures are shown in this
paper: (i) The isomorphism problem for automatic equivalence relations is complete for
Π01 (first universal level of the arithmetical hierarchy). (ii) The isomorphism problem for
automatic trees of height n ≥ 2 is Π02n−3-complete. (iii) The isomorphism problem for
automatic linear orders is not arithmetical. This solves some open questions of Khoussainov,
Rubin, and Stephan.
1 Introduction
The idea of an automatic structure goes back to Bu¨chi and Elgot who used finite automata to
decide, e.g., Presburger arithmetic [5]. Automaton decidable theories [8] and automatic groups [6]
are similar concepts. A systematic study was initiated by Khoussainov and Nerode [13] who also
coined the name “automatic structure”. In essence, a structure is automatic if the elements of the
universe can be represented as strings from a regular language and every relation of the structure
can be recognized by a finite state automaton with several heads that proceed synchronously.
Automatic structures received increasing interest over the last years [1,3,11,14,15,16,22]. One of
the main motivations for investigating automatic structures is that their first-order theories can
be decided uniformly (i.e., the input is an automatic presentation and a first-order sentence).
Automatic structures form a subclass of recursive (or computable) structures. A structure is
recursive, if its domain as well as all relations are recursive sets of finite words (or naturals). A well-
studied problem for recursive structures is the isomorphism problem, where it is asked whether two
given recursive structures over the same signature (encoded by Turing-machines for the domain
and all relations) are isomorphic. It is well known that the isomorphism problem for recursive
structures is complete for the first level of the analytical hierarchy Σ11 . In fact, Σ
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1 -completeness
holds for many subclasses of recursive structures, e.g., for linear orders, trees, undirected graphs,
Boolean algebras, Abelian p-groups, see [4,7]. Σ11 -completeness of the isomorphism problem for a
class of recursive structures implies non-existence of a good classification (in the sense of [4]) for
that class [4].
In [14], it was shown that also for automatic structures the isomorphism problem is Σ11-
complete. By a direct interpretation, it follows that for the following classes the isomorphism
problem is still Σ11 -complete [18]: automatic successor trees, automatic undirected graphs, auto-
matic commutative monoids, automatic partial orders, automatic lattices of height 4, and auto-
matic 1-ary functions. On the other hand, the isomorphism problem is decidable for automatic
ordinals [15] and automatic Boolean algebras [14]. An intermediate class is the class of all locally-
finite automatic graphs, for which the isomorphism problem is complete for Π03 (third level of the
arithmetical hierarchy1) [21].
⋆ The second and third author are supported by the DFG research project GELO.
1 For background on the arithmetical hierarchy see, e.g., [19].
For many interesting classes of automatic structures, the exact status of the isomorphism
problem is open. In the recent survey [22] it was asked for instance, whether the isomorphism
problem is decidable for automatic equivalence relations and automatic linear orders. For the
latter class, this question was already asked in [15]. In this paper, we answer these questions. Our
main results are:
– The isomorphism problem for automatic equivalence relations is Π01 -complete.
– The isomorphism problem for automatic successor trees of finite height k ≥ 2 (where the
height of a tree is the maximal number of edges along a maximal path) is Π02k−3-complete.
– The isomorphism problem for automatic linear orders is hard for every level of the arithmetical
hierarchy.
Most hardness proofs for automatic structures, in particular the Σ11-hardness proof for the iso-
morphism problem of automatic structures from [14], use transition graphs of Turing-machines
(these graphs are easily seen to be automatic). This technique seems to fail for inherent reasons,
when trying to prove our new results. The reason is most obvious for equivalence relations and
linear orders. These structures are transitive but the transitive closure of the transition graph of a
Turing-machine cannot be automatic in general (it’s first-order theory is undecidable in general).
Hence, we have to use a new strategy. Our proofs are based on the undecidability of Hilbert’s
10th problem. Recall that Matiyasevich proved that every recursively enumerable set of natural
numbers is Diophantine [17]. This fact was used by Honkala to show that it is undecidable whether
the range of a rational power series is N [9]. Using a similar encoding, we show that the isomor-
phism problem for automatic equivalence relations is Π01 -complete. Next, we extend our technique
in order to show that the isomorphism problem for automatic successor trees of height k ≥ 2 is
Π02k−3-complete. In some sense, our result for equivalence relations makes up the induction base
k = 2. Finally, using a similar but technically more involved reduction, we can show that the
isomorphism problem for automatic linear orders is hard for every level of the arithmetical hier-
archy. In fact, since our proof is uniform on the levels in the arithmetical hierarchy, it follows that
the isomorphism problem for automatic linear orders is at least as hard as true arithmetic (the
first-order theory of (N; +,×)). At the moment it remains open whether the isomorphism problem
for automatic linear orders is Σ11 -complete.
2 Preliminaries
Let N+ = {1, 2, 3, . . .}. Let p(x1, . . . , xn) ∈ N[x1, . . . , xn] be a polynomial with non-negative integer
coefficients. We define
Img+(p) = {p(y1, . . . , yn) | y1, . . . , yn ∈ N+}.
If p is not the zero-polynomial, then Img+(p) ⊆ N+.
Details on the arithmetical hierarchy can be found for instance in [19]. With Σ0n we denote the
nth (existential) level of the arithmetical hierarchy; it is the class of all subsets A ⊆ N such that
there exists a recursive predicate P ⊆ Nn+1 with
A = {a ∈ N | ∃x1∀x2 · · ·Qxn : (a, x1, . . . , xn) ∈ P},
where Q = ∃ (Q = ∀) for n odd (even). The set of complements of Σ0n-sets is denoted by Π
0
n.
By fixing some effective encoding of strings by natural numbers, we can talk about Σ0n-sets and
Π0n-sets of strings over an arbitrary alphabet. A typical example of a set, which does not belong
to the arithmetical hierarchy is true arithmetic, i.e., the first-order theory of (N; +,×), which we
denote by FOTh(N; +,×).
We assume basic terminologies and notations in automata theory (see, for example, [10]). For
a fixed alphabet Σ, a non-deterministic finite automaton is a tuple A = (S,∆, I, F ) where S is
the set of states, ∆ ⊆ S × Σ × S is the transition relation, I ⊆ S is a set of initial states, and
F ⊆ S is the set of accepting states. A run of A on a word u = a1a2 · · ·an (a1, a2 . . . , an ∈ Σ) is
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a word over ∆ of the form r = (q0, a1, q1)(q1, a2, q2) · · · (qn−1, an, qn), where q0 ∈ I. If moreover
qn ∈ F , then r is an accepting run of A on u. We will only apply these definitions in case n > 0,
i.e., we will only speak of (accepting) runs on non-empty words.
Given two automata A1 = (S1, ∆1, I1, F1) and A2 = (S1, ∆2, I1, F1) over the same alphabet
Σ, we use A1 ⊎A2 to denote the automaton obtained by taking the disjoint union of A1 and A2.
Note that for any word u ∈ Σ+, the number of accepting runs of A1 ⊎A2 on u is equal to the sum
of the numbers of accepting runs of A1 and A2 on u. We use A1 × A2 to denote the Cartesian
product of A1 and A2. It is the automaton (S1 × S2, ∆, I1 × I2, F1 × F2), where
∆ = {((p1, p2), σ, (q1, q2)) | (p1, σ, q1) ∈ ∆1, (p2, σ, q2) ∈ ∆2}.
Then, clearly, the number of accepting runs of A1 × A2 on a word u ∈ L(A1) ∩ L(A2) is the
product of the numbers of accepting runs of A1 and A2 on u. In particular, if A1 is deterministic,
then the number of accepting runs of A1 ×A2 on u ∈ L(A1) ∩ L(A2) is the same as the number
of accepting runs of A2 on u. In the following, if A is a non-deterministic automaton and D is a
regular language, we write D⊎A (resp. D∩A) for the automaton AD ⊎A (resp. AD ×A), where
AD is some deterministic automaton for the language D.
We use synchronous n-tape automata to recognize n-ary relations. Such automata have n input
tapes, each of which contains one of the input words. The n tapes are read in parallel until all input
words are processed. Formally, let Σ⋄ = Σ∪{⋄} where ⋄ /∈ Σ. For words w1, w2, . . . , wn ∈ Σ∗, their
convolution is a word w1 ⊗ · · · ⊗wn ∈ (Σ
n
⋄ )
∗ with length max{|w1|, . . . , |wn|}, and the k
th symbol
of w1 ⊗ · · · ⊗wn is (σ1, . . . , σn) where σi is the kth symbol of wi if k ≤ |wi|, and σi = ⋄ otherwise.
An n-ary relation R is FA recognizable if the set of all convolutions of tuples (w1, . . . , wn) ∈ R is
a regular language.
A relational structure S consists of a domain D and atomic relations on the set D. We will
only consider structures with countable domain. If S1 and S2 are two structures over the same
signature and with disjoint domains, then we write S1 ⊎ S2 for the union of the two structures.
Hence, when writing S1 ⊎ S2, we implicitly express that the domains of S1 and S2 are disjoint.
More generally, if {Si | i ∈ I} is a class of pairwise disjoint structures over the same signature,
then we denote with ⊎{Si | i ∈ I} the union of these structures. A structure S is called automatic
over Σ if its domain is a regular subset of Σ∗ and each of its atomic relations is FA recognizable;
any tuple P of automata that accept the domain and the relations of S is called an automatic
presentation of S; in this case, we write S(P) for S. If an automatic structure S is isomorphic to
a structure S ′, then S is called an automatic copy of S ′ and S ′ is automatically presentable. In
this paper we sometimes abuse the terminology referring to S ′ as simply automatic and calling an
automatic presentation of S also automatic presentation of S ′. We also simplify our statements by
saying “given/compute an automatic structure S” for “given/compute an automatic presentation
P of a structure S(P)”. The structures (N;≤,+) and (Q;≤) are both automatic structures. On
the other hand, (N;×) and (Q; +) have no automatic copies (see [12,22] and [24]).
Consider FO + ∃∞ + ∃n,m, the first-order logic extended by the quantifiers ∃∞ (there exist
infinitely many) and ∃n,mx (there exist finitely many and the exact number is congruent n modulo
m, where m,n ∈ N). The following theorem from [2,8,13,21] lays out the main motivation for
investigating automatic structures.
Theorem 1. From an automatic presentation P and a formula ϕ(x¯) ∈ FO + ∃∞ + ∃n,m in the
signature of S(P), one can compute an automaton whose language consists of those tuples a¯ from
S(P) that make ϕ true. In particular, the FO+ ∃∞ + ∃n,m theory of any automatic structure S is
(uniformly) decidable.
Let K be a class of automatic structures closed under isomorphism. The isomorphism problem for K
is the set of pairs (P1,P2) of automatic presentations with S(P1) ∼= S(P2) ∈ K. The isomorphism
problem for the class of all automatic structures is complete for Σ11 — the first level of the analytical
hierarchy [14] (this holds already for automatic successor trees). However, if one restricts to special
subclasses of automatic structures, this complexity bound can be reduced. For example, for the
class of automatic ordinals and also the class of automatic Boolean algebras, the isomorphism
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problem is decidable. Another interesting result is that the isomorphism problem for locally finite
automatic graphs is Π03 -complete [21]. All these classes of automatic structures have the nice
property that one can decide whether a given automatic presentation describes a structure from
this class. Theorem 1 implies that this property also holds for the classes of equivalence relations,
trees of height at most k, and linear orders, i.e., the classes considered in this paper.
3 Automatic Equivalence Structures
An equivalence structure is of the form E = (D;E) where E is an equivalence relation on D.
In this section, we prove that the isomorphism problem for automatic equivalence structures is
Π01 -complete. This result can be also deduced from our result for automatic trees (Section 4). But
the case of equivalence structures is a good starting point for introducing our techniques.
Let E be an automatic equivalence structure. Define the function hE : N ∪ {ℵ0} → N ∪ {ℵ0}
such that for all n ∈ N ∪ {ℵ0}, hE(n) equals the number of equivalence classes (possibly infinite)
in E of size n. Note that for given n ∈ N∪ {ℵ0}, the value hE(n) can be computed effectively: one
can define in FO + ∃∞ the set of all ≤llex-least elements2 that belong to an equivalence class of
size n.
Given two automatic equivalence structures E1 = (D1;E1) and E2 = (D2;E2), deciding if
E1 ∼= E2 amounts to checking if hE1 = hE2 . Therefore, the isomorphism problem for automatic
equivalence structures is in Π01 .
For the Π01 lower bound, we use a reduction from Hilbert’s 10
th problem: Given a polynomial
p(x1, . . . , xk) ∈ Z[x1, . . . , xk], decide whether the equation p(x1, . . . , xk) = 0 has a solution in N+
(for technical reasons, it is useful to exclude 0 in solutions). This problem is well-known to be
undecidable, see e.g. [17]. In fact, Matiyasevich constructed from a given (index of a) recursively
enumerable setX ⊆ N+ a polynomial p(x1, . . . , xk) ∈ Z[x1, . . . , xk] such that for all n ∈ N+: n ∈ X
if and only if ∃y2, . . . , yk ∈ N+ : p(n, y2, . . . , yk) = 0. Hence, the following set is Π
0
1 -complete:
{(p1(x), p2(x)) ∈ N[x1, . . . , xk]
2 | ∀c ∈ Nk+ : p1(c) 6= p2(c)}.
For a symbol a, let Σak denote the alphabet
Σak = {a, ⋄}
k \ {(⋄, . . . , ⋄)}
and let σi denote the i
th component of σ ∈ Σak . For e = (e1, . . . , ek) ∈ N
k
+, write a
e for the word
ae1 ⊗ ae2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ aek .
For a language L, we write ⊗k(L) for the language
{u1 ⊗ u2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ uk | u1, . . . , uk ∈ L}.
Lemma 2. There exists an algorithm that, given a non-zero polynomial p(x) ∈ N[x] in k variables,
constructs a non-deterministic automaton A[p(x)] on the alphabet Σak with L(A[p(x)]) = ⊗k(a
+)
such that for all c ∈ Nk+: A[p(x)] has exactly p(c) accepting runs on input a
c.
Proof. The automaton A[p(x)] is build by induction on the construction of the polynomial p, the
base case is provided by the polynomials 1 and xi.
Let A[1] be a deterministic automaton accepting ⊗k(a+). Next, suppose p(x1, . . . , xk) = xi for
some i ∈ {1, . . . , k}. Let S = {q1, q2}, I = {q1} and F = {q2}. Define ∆ as
∆ = {(q1, σ, qj) | j ∈ {1, 2}, σ ∈ Σ
a
k , σi = a} ∪ {(q2, σ, q2) | σ ∈ Σ
a
k}.
When the automaton A[p(x)] = (S, I,∆, F ) runs on an input word ac, it has exactly ci many
times the chance to move from state q1 to the final state q2. Therefore there are exactly ci = p(c)
many accepting runs on ac.
2
≤llex denotes the length-lexicographical order on words.
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Let p1(x) and p2(x) be polynomials in N[x]. Assume as inductive hypothesis that there are two
automata A[p1(x)] and A[p2(x)] such that for i ∈ {1, 2} the number of accepting runs of A[pi(x)]
on ac equals pi(c).
For p(x) = p1(x) + p2(x), set A[p(x)] = A[p1(x)] ⊎ A[p2(x)]. Then, the number of accepting
runs of A[p(x)] on ac is p1(c) + p2(c).
For p(x) = p1(x) ·p2(x), let A[p(x)] = A[p1(x)]×A[p2(x)]. Then, the number of accepting runs
of A[p(x)] on ac is p1(c) · p2(c). ⊓⊔
Let A = (S, I,∆, F ) be a non-deterministic finite automaton with alphabet Σ. We define an
automaton RunA = (S, I,∆
′, F ) with alphabet ∆ and
∆′ = {(p, (p, a, q), q) | (p, a, q) ∈ ∆}.
Let π : ∆∗ → Σ∗ be the projection morphism with π(p, a, q) = a. The following lemma is imme-
diate from the definition.
Lemma 3. For u ∈ ∆+ we have: u ∈ L(RunA) if and only if u forms an accepting run of A on
π(u) (which in particular implies π(u) ∈ L(A)).
This lemma implies that for all words w ∈ Σ+, |π−1(w)∩L(RunA)| equals the number of accepting
runs of A on w. Note that this does not hold for w = ε.
Consider a non-zero polynomial p(x) ∈ N[x1, . . . , xk]. Let the automaton A = A[p(x)] satisfy
the properties guaranteed by Lemma 2 and let RunA be as defined above. Define an automatic
equivalence structure E(p) whose domain is L(RunA)\{ε}. Moreover, two words u, v ∈ L(RunA)\
{ε} are equivalent if and only if π(u) = π(v). By definition and Lemma 2, a natural number
y ∈ N+ belongs to Img+(p) if and only if there exists a word u ∈ L(A) with precisely y accepting
runs, if and only if E(p) contains an equivalence class of size y.
It is well known that the function C : N× N→ N with
C(x, y) = (x+ y)2 + 3x+ y (1)
is injective (C(x, y)/2 defines a pairing function, see e.g. [9]). In the following, let EGood denote
the countably infinite equivalence structure with
hEGood (n) =
{
∞ if n ∈ {C(y, z) | y, z ∈ N+, y 6= z}
0 otherwise.
Proposition 4. The set of automatic presentations P with S(P) ∼= EGood is hard for Π01 .
Proof. For non-zero polynomials p1(x), p2(x) ∈ N[x1, . . . , xk], define the following three (non-zero)
polynomials from N[x1, . . . , xk] (with k ≥ 2):
S1(x) = C(p1(x), p2(x)), S2(x) = C(x1 + x2, x1), S3(x) = C(x1, x1 + x2).
Let E(S1), E(S2), and E(S3) be the automatic equivalence structures corresponding to these poly-
nomials according to the above definition. Finally, let E be the disjoint union of ℵ0 many copies
of these three equivalence structures.
If p1(c) = p2(c) for some c ∈ Nk+, then there is y ∈ N+ such that C(y, y) ∈ Img+(S1). Therefore
in E there is an equivalence class of size C(y, y) and no such equivalence class exists in EGood. Hence
E ≇ EGood.
Conversely, suppose that p1(c) 6= p2(c) for all c ∈ Nk+. For all y, z ∈ N+, E contains an
equivalence class of size C(y, z) if and only if C(y, z) belongs to Img+(S1)∪ Img+(S2)∪ Img+(S3),
if and only if y 6= z, if and only if EGood contains an equivalence class of size C(y, z). Therefore, for
any s ∈ N+, E contains an equivalence class of size s if and only if EGood contains an equivalence
class of size s. Hence E ∼= EGood.
In summary, we have reduced the Π01 -hard problem
{(p1(x), p2(x)) ∈ N[x1, . . . , xk]
2 | k ≥ 2, ∀c ∈ Nk+ : p1(c) 6= p2(c)}
to the set of automatic presentations of EGood. Hence the proposition is proved. ⊓⊔
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Theorem 5. The isomorphism problem for automatic equivalence structures is Π01 -complete.
Proof. At the beginning of this section, we already argued that the isomorphism problem is in Π01 ;
hardness follows immediately from Proposition 4, since EGood is necessarily automatic. ⊓⊔
4 Automatic Trees
A tree is a structure T = (V ;≤), where ≤ is a partial order with a least element, called the root,
and such that for every x ∈ V , the order ≤ restricted to the set {y | y ≤ x} of ancestors of x is a
finite linear order. The level of a node x ∈ V is |{y | y < x}| ∈ N. The height of T is the supremum
of the levels of all nodes in V ; it may be infinite, but this paper deals with trees of finite height
only. One may also view a tree as a directed graph (V,E), where there is an edge (u, v) ∈ E if and
only if u is the largest element in {x | x < v}. The edge relation E is FO-definable in (V ;≤). In
this paper, we assume the partial order definition for trees, but will quite often refer to them as
graphs for convenience. We use Tn to denote the class of automatic trees with height at most n.
Let n be fixed. Then the tree order ≤ is FO-definable in T and this holds even uniformly for all
trees from Tn. Moreover, it is decidable whether a given automatic graph belongs to Tn (since the
class of trees of height n can be axiomatized in first-order logic).
As a corollary to Proposition 4, we get immediately that the isomorphism problem for auto-
matic trees of height at most 2 is undecidable:
Corollary 6. There exists an automatic tree TGood of height 2 such that the set of automatic
presentations P with S(P) ∼= TGood is Π01 -hard. Hence, the isomorphism problem for the class T2
of automatic trees of height at most 2 is Π01 -hard.
Proof. Let E = (V ;≡) be an automatic equivalence structure. Now build the tree T (E) as follows:
– the set of nodes is V ∪ {r} ∪ {au | u ∈ V, u is ≤llex-minimal in [u]≡} where r and a are two
new letters
– r is the root, its children are the words starting with a, and the children of au are the words
from [u]≡.
Then it is clear that T (E) is a tree of height at most 2 and that an automatic presentation for
T (E) can be computed from one for E . Furthermore, E ∼= EGood if and only if T (E) ∼= T (EGood).
Hence, indeed, the statement follows from Proposition 4. ⊓⊔
The hardness statement of Theorem 18 below is a generalization of this corollary to all the classes
Tn for n ≥ 2. But first, we prove an upper bound for the isomorphism problem for Tn:
Proposition 7. The isomorphism problem for the class Tn of automatic trees of height at most
n is
– decidable for n = 1 and
– in Π02n−3 for all n ≥ 2.
Proof. We first show that T1 ∼= T2 is decidable for automatic trees T1, T2 ∈ T1 of height at most 1:
It suffices to compute the cardinality of Ti (i ∈ {1, 2}) which is possible since the universes of T1
and T2 are regular languages.
Now let n ≥ 2 and consider T1, T2 ∈ Tn. Let Ti = (Vi, Ei), w.l.o.g. V1∩V2 = ∅, and V = V1∪V2,
E = E1 ∪ E2. For any node u in V , let T (u) denote the subtree (of either T1 or T2) rooted at
u and let E(u) be the set of children of u. For k = n − 2, n− 3, . . . , 0, we will define inductively
a Π02n−2k−3-predicate isok(u1, u2) for u1, u2 ∈ V . This predicate expresses that T (u1)
∼= T (u2)
provided u1 and u2 belong to level at least k. The result will follow since T1 ∼= T2 if and only if
iso0(r1, r2) holds, where rσ is the root of Tσ.
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For k = n−2, the trees T (u1) and T (u2) have height at most 2 and we can define ison−2(u1, u2)
as follows:
∀κ ∈ N ∪ {ℵ0} ∀ℓ ≥ 1


∃x1, . . . , xℓ ∈ E(u1) :
∧
1≤i<j≤ℓ
xi 6= xj ∧
ℓ∧
i=1
|E(xi)| = κ
⇐⇒ ∃y1, . . . , yℓ ∈ E(u2) :
∧
1≤i<j≤ℓ
yi 6= yj ∧
ℓ∧
i=1
|E(yi)| = κ


In other words: for every κ ∈ N ∪ {ℵ0}, u1 and u2 have the same number of children with exactly
κ children. Since FO + ∃∞ is uniformly decidable for automatic structures, this is indeed a Π01 -
sentence (note that 2n − 2k − 3 = 1 for k = n − 2). For 0 ≤ k < n − 2, we define isok(u1, u2)
inductively as follows:
∀v ∈ E(u1) ∪ E(u2) ∀ℓ ≥ 1


∃x1, . . . , xℓ ∈ E(u1) :
∧
1≤i<j≤ℓ
xi 6= xj ∧
ℓ∧
i=1
isok+1(v, xi)
⇐⇒ ∃y1, . . . , yℓ ∈ E(u2) :
∧
1≤i<j≤ℓ
yi 6= yj ∧
ℓ∧
i=1
isok+1(v, yi)


By quantifying over all v ∈ E(u1) ∪ E(u2), we quantify over all isomorphism types of trees that
occur as a subtree rooted at a child of u1 or u2. For each of these isomorphism types τ , we express
that u1 and u2 have the same number of children x with T (x) of type τ . Since by induction,
isok+1(v, xi) and isok+1(v, yi) are Π
0
2n−2k−5-statements, isok(u1, u2) is a Π
0
2n−2k−3-statement. ⊓⊔
The rest of this section is devoted to proving that the isomorphism problem for the class Tn of
automatic trees of height at most n ≥ 2 is also Π02n−3-hard (and therefore complete). So let Pn(x0)
be a Π02n−3-predicate. In the following lemma and its proof, all quantifiers with unspecified range
run over N+.
Lemma 8. For 2 ≤ i ≤ n, there are Π02i−3-predicates Pi(x0, x1, y1, x2, y2, . . . , xn−i, yn−i) such
that
(i) Pi+1(x) is logically equivalent to ∀xn−i∃yn−i : Pi(x, xn−i, yn−i) for 2 ≤ i < n and
(ii) ∀yn−i : ¬Pi(x, xn−i, yn−i) implies ∀x′n−i ≥ xn−i ∀yn−i : ¬Pi(x, x
′
n−i, yn−i),
where x = (x0, x1, y1, . . . , xn−i−1, yn−i−1).
Proof. The predicates Pi are constructed by induction, starting with i = n − 1 down to i = 2
where the construction of Pi does not assume that (i) or (ii) hold true for Pi+1.
So let 2 ≤ i < n such that Pi+1(x) is aΠ02(i+1)−3-predicate. Then there exists aΠ
0
2i−3-predicate
P (x, xn−i, yn−i) such that Pi+1(x) is logically equivalent to
∀xn−i∃yn−i : P (x, xn−i, yn−i) .
But this is logically equivalent to
∀xn−i ∀x
′
n−i ≤ xn−i ∃yn−i : P (x, x
′
n−i, yn−i) . (2)
Let ϕ(x, xn−i) be
∀x′n−i ≤ xn−i ∃yn−i : P (x, x
′
n−i, yn−i) .
Then for any xn−i ∈ N,
¬ϕ(x, xn−i) =⇒ ∀x ≥ xn−i : ¬ϕ(x, x) . (3)
Since ∀x′n−i ≤ xn−i is a bounded quantifier, the formula ϕ(x, xn−i) belongs to Σ
0
2i−2 (see for
example [23, p. 61]). Thus there is a Π02i−3-predicate Pi(x, xn−i, yn−i) such that
ϕ(x, xn−i) ⇐⇒ ∃yn−i : Pi(x, xn−i, yn−i) . (4)
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Therefore (2) (and therefore Pi+1(x)) is logically equivalent to ∀xn−i ∃yn−i : Pi(x, xn−i, yn−i).
Moreover,
∀yn−i : ¬Pi(x, xn−i, yn−i)
(4)
⇐⇒ ¬ϕ(x, xn−i)
(3)
=⇒ ∀x ≥ xn−i : ¬ϕ(x, x)
(4)
⇐⇒ ∀x ≥ xn−i ∀yn−i : ¬Pi(x, x, yn−i)
This shows (ii). ⊓⊔
Let us fix the predicates Pi for the rest of Section 4. By induction on 2 ≤ i ≤ n, we will construct
the following trees:
– test trees T ic ∈ Ti for c ∈ N
1+2(n−i)
+ (which depend on Pi) and
– trees U iκ ∈ Ti for κ ∈ N+ ∪ {ω} (we assume the standard order on N+ ∪ {ω}).
The idea is that T ic
∼= U iκ if and only if κ = 1+inf({xn−i | ∀yn−i ∈ N+ : ¬Pi(c, xn−i, yn−i)}∪{ω}).
We will not prove this equivalence, but the following simpler consequences for any c ∈ N
1+2(n−i)
+ :
(P1) Pi(c) holds if and only if T
i
c
∼= U iω.
(P2) Pi(c) does not hold if and only if T
i
c
∼= U im for some m ∈ N+.
The first property is certainly sufficient for proving Π02n−3-hardness (with i = n), the second
property and therefore the trees U im for m < ω are used in the inductive step. We also need the
following property for the construction.
(P3) No leaf of any of the trees T ic or U
i
κ is a child of the root.
In the following section, we will describe the trees T ic and U
i
κ of height at most i and prove (P1)
and (P2). Condition (P3) will be obvious from the construction. The subsequent section is then
devoted to prove the effective automaticity of these trees.
4.1 Construction of trees
We start with a few definitions: A forest is a disjoint union of trees. Let H1 and H2 be two forests.
The forest Hω1 is the disjoint union of countably many copies of H1. Formally, if H1 = (V,E), then
Hω1 = (V ×N, E
′) with ((v, i), (w, j)) ∈ E′ if and only if (v, w) ∈ E and i = j. We write H1 ∼ H2
for Hω1
∼= Hω2 . Then H1 ∼ H2 if they are formed, up to isomorphism, by the same set of trees (i.e.,
any tree is isomorphic to some connected component of H1 if and only if it is isomorphic to some
connected component of H2). If H is a forest and r does not belong to the domain of H , then we
denote with r ◦H the tree that results from adding r to H as new least element.
4.1.1 Induction base: construction of T 2
c
and U2
κ
For notational simplicity, we write k for
1 + 2(n − 2). Hence, P2 is a k-ary predicate. By Matiyasevich’s theorem, we find two non-zero
polynomials p1(x1, . . . , xℓ), p2(x1, . . . , xℓ) ∈ N[x], ℓ > k, such that for any c ∈ Nk+:
P2(c) holds ⇐⇒ ∀x ∈ N
ℓ−k
+ : p1(c, x) 6= p2(c, x) .
For two numbers m,n ∈ N+, let T [m,n] denote the tree of height 1 with exactly C(m,n) leaves,
where C is the injective polynomial function from (1). Then define the following forests:
H2 =
⊎
{T [m,n] | m,n ∈ N+,m 6= n}
H2c = H
2 ⊎
⊎
{T [p1(c, x) + xℓ+1, p2(c, x) + xℓ+1] | x ∈ N
ℓ−k
+ , xℓ+1 ∈ N+}
J2κ = H
2 ⊎
⊎
{T [x, x] | x ∈ N+, x > κ} for κ ∈ N+ ∪ {ω}
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The tree T 2c
r
∀x ∈ Nℓ−k
+
∀xℓ+1 ∈ N+ ∀m,n
m 6= n
T [p1(c, x) + xℓ+1,
p2(c, x) + xℓ+1]
T [m,n]
The tree U2κ
r
∀x > κ ∀m,n
m 6= n
T [x, x] T [m,n]
Fig. 1. The tree T 2c and U
2
κ
Note that J2ω = H
2. Moreover, the forests J2κ (κ ∈ N+ ∪ {ω}) are pairwise non-isomorphic, since
C is injective.
The trees T 2c and U
2
κ , resp., are obtained from H
2
c and J
2
κ , resp., by taking countably many
copies and adding a root:
T 2c = r ◦ (H
2
c )
ω U2κ = r ◦ (J
2
κ)
ω , (5)
see Figure 1.
The following lemma (stating (P1) for the Π01 -predicate P2 , i.e., for i = 2) can be proved in a
similar way as Theorem 5.
Lemma 9. For any c ∈ Nk+, we have:
P2(c) holds ⇐⇒ H
2
c ∼ J
2
ω ⇐⇒ T
2
c
∼= U2ω .
Proof. By (5), it suffices to show the first equivalence. So first assume P2(c) holds. We have to
prove that the forests H2c and J
2
ω = H
2 contain the same trees (up to isomorphism). Clearly, every
tree from H2 is contained in H2c . For the other direction, let x ∈ N
ℓ−k
+ and xℓ+1 ∈ N+. Then the
tree T [p1(c, x) + xℓ+1, p2(c, x) + xℓ+1] occurs in H
2
c . Since P2(c) holds, we have p1(c, x) 6= p2(c, x)
and therefore p1(c, x) + xℓ+1 6= p2(c, x) + xℓ+1. Hence this tree also occurs in H2.
Conversely suppose H2c ∼ H
2 and let x ∈ Nℓ−k+ . Then the tree T [p1(c, x) + 1, p2(c, x) + 1]
occurs in H2c and therefore in H
2. Hence p1(c, x) 6= p2(c, x). Since x was chosen arbitrarily, this
implies P2(c). ⊓⊔
Now consider the forest H2c once more. If it contains a tree of the form T [m,m] for some m
(necessarily m ≥ 2), then it contains all trees T [x, x] for x ≥ m. Hence, H2c ∼ J
2
κ for some
κ ∈ N+ ∪ {ω}, which implies T 2c
∼= U2κ for some κ ∈ N+ ∪ {ω}. Thus, with Lemma 9 we get:
P2(c) does not hold ⇐⇒ T
2
c 6∼= U
2
ω ⇐⇒ ∃m ∈ N+ : T
2
c
∼= U2m
Hence we proved the following lemma, which states (P2) for the Π01 -predicate P2, i.e., for i = 2.
Lemma 10. For any c ∈ Nk+, we have:
P2(c) does not hold ⇐⇒ ∃m ∈ N+ : T
2
c
∼= U2m .
This finishes the construction of the trees T 2c and U
2
κ for κ ∈ N+ ∪ {ω}, and the verification of
properties (P1) and (P2). Clearly, also (P3) holds for T 2c and U
2
κ (all maximal paths have length
2).
4.1.2 Induction step: construction of T i+1
c
and U i+1
κ
For notational simplicity, we write
again k for 1 + 2(n− i− 1) such that Pi+1 is a k-ary predicate and Pi a (k + 2)-ary one.
We now apply the induction hypothesis. For any c ∈ Nk+, x, y ∈ N+, κ ∈ N+ ∪{ω} let T
i
cxy and
U iκ be trees of height at most i such that:
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The tree T i+1
c
r
∀x,m ∈ N+ ∀x, y ∈ N+
. . .
︸ ︷︷ ︸
x
Uim
. . .
︸ ︷︷ ︸
x
T icxy
The tree U i+1κ
r
∀x,m ∈ N+ ∀1 ≤ x < κ
. . .
︸ ︷︷ ︸
x
Uim
. . .
︸ ︷︷ ︸
x
Uiω
Fig. 2. The tree T i+1c and U
i+1
κ
– Pi(c, x, y) holds if and only if T
i
cxy
∼= U iω.
– Pi(c, x, y) does not hold if and only if T
i
cxy
∼= U im for some m ∈ N+.
In a first step, we build the trees T ′cxy and U
′
κ,x (x ∈ N+) from T
i
cxy and U
i
κ, resp., by adding x
leaves as children of the root. This ensures
T ′cxy
∼= T ′cx′y′ ⇐⇒ x = x
′ ∧ T icxy ∼= T
i
cx′y′ and (6)
T ′cxy
∼= U ′κ,x′ ⇐⇒ x = x
′ ∧ T icxy ∼= U
i
κ , (7)
since, by property (P3), no leaf of any of the trees T icxy or U
i
κ is a child of the root. Next, we
collect these trees into forests as follows:
Hi+1 =
⊎
{U ′m,x | x,m ∈ N+} ,
Hi+1c = H
i+1 ⊎
⊎
{T ′cxy | x, y ∈ N+} , and
J i+1κ = H
i+1 ⊎
⊎
{U ′ω,x | 1 ≤ x < κ} for κ ∈ N+ ∪ {ω}.
The trees T i+1c and U
i+1
κ , resp., are then obtained from the forests H
i+1
c and J
i+1
κ , resp., by taking
countably many copies and adding a root:
T i+1c = r ◦ (H
i+1
c )
ω and U i+1κ = r ◦ (J
i+1
κ )
ω , (8)
see Figure 2.
Note that the height of any of these trees is one more than the height of the forests defining
them and therefore at most i+1. Since none of the connected components of the forests Hi+1c and
J i+1κ is a singleton, none of the trees in (8) has a leaf that is a child of the root and therefore (P3)
holds.
Lemma 11. For all c ∈ Nk+ we have
Pi+1(c) holds ⇐⇒ H
i+1
c ∼ J
i+1
ω ⇐⇒ T
i+1
c
∼= U i+1ω .
Proof. Again, we only have to prove the first equivalence.
First assume Hi+1c ∼ J
i+1
ω and let x ≥ 1 be arbitrary. We have to exhibit some y ≥ 1 such that
Pi(c, x, y) holds. Note that U
′
ω,x belongs to J
i+1
ω and therefore to H
i+1
c . Since U
′
ω,x 6
∼= U ′m,x′ for any
m,x, x′ ∈ N+, this implies the existence of x′, y′ ≥ 1 with T ′cx′y′
∼= U ′ω,x. By (7), this is equivalent
with x = x′ and T icxy′
∼= U iω. Now the induction hypothesis implies that Pi(c, x, y
′) holds. Since
x ≥ 1 was chosen arbitrarily, we can deduce Pi+1(c).
Conversely suppose Pi+1(c). Let T belong to H
i+1
c . By the induction hypothesis, it is one of
the trees U ′κ,x for some x ∈ N+, κ ∈ N+ ∪ {ω}. In any case, it also belongs to J
i+1
ω . Hence it
remains to show that any tree of the form U ′ω,x belongs to H
i+1
c . So let x ∈ N+. Then, by Pi+1(c),
there exists y ∈ N+ with Pi(c, x, y). By the induction hypothesis, we have T icxy
∼= U iω and therefore
T ′cxy
∼= U ′ω,x (which belongs to H
i+1
c by the very definition). ⊓⊔
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Lemma 12. For all c ∈ Nk+ there exists κ ∈ N+ ∪ {ω} such that T
i+1
c
∼= U i+1κ .
Proof. It suffices to prove that Hi+1c ∼ J
i+1
κ for some κ ∈ N+ ∪ {ω}. Choose κ as the smallest
value in N+ ∪ {ω} such that
∀x ≥ κ ∀y : ¬Pi(c, x, y)
holds. By property (ii) from Lemma 8 for Pi, we get
∀1 ≤ x < κ ∃y : Pi(c, x, y).
By the induction hypothesis, we get
∀x ≥ κ ∀y : T ′cxy 6
∼= U ′ω,x and ∀1 ≤ x < κ ∃y : T
′
cxy
∼= U ′ω,x .
It follows that Hi+1c contains, apart from the trees in H
i+1 =
⊎
{U ′m,x | x,m ∈ N+}, exactly the
trees from
⊎
{U ′ω,x | 1 ≤ x < κ}. Hence, H
i+1
c ∼ J
i+1
κ . ⊓⊔
Lemma 11 and 12 immediately imply:
Lemma 13. For all c ∈ Nk+ we have
Pi+1(c) does not hold ⇐⇒ ∃m ∈ N+ : T
i+1
c
∼= U i+1m .
In summary, we obtained the following:
Proposition 14. Let n ≥ 2 and let P (x) be a Π02n−3-predicate. Then, for any c ∈ N+, we have
P (c) holds ⇐⇒ T nc
∼= Unω .
To infer the Π02n−3-hardness of the isomorphism problem for Tn from this proposition, it remains
to be shown that the trees T nc and U
n
ω are effectively automatic – this is the topic of the next
section.
4.2 Automaticity
For constructing automatic presentations for the trees from the previous section, it is actually
easier to work with dags (directed acyclic graphs). The height of a dag D is the length (number of
edges) of a longest directed path in D. We only consider dags of finite height. A root of a dag is
a node without incoming edges. A dag D = (V,E) can be unfolded into a forest unfold(D) in the
usual way: Nodes of unfold(D) are directed paths in D that cannot be extended to the left (i.e.,
the initial node of the path is a root) and there is an edge between a path p and a path p′ if and
only if p′ extends p by one more node. For a node v ∈ V of D, we define the tree unfold(D, v)
as follows: First we restrict D to those nodes that are reachable from v and then we unfold the
resulting dag. We need the following lemma.
Lemma 15. From given k ∈ N and an automatic dag D = (V,E) of height at most k, one can
construct effectively an automatic presentation P with S(P) ∼= unfold(D).
Proof. The universe for our automatic copy of unfold(D) is the set P of all convolutions v1⊗ v2⊗
· · · ⊗ vm, where v1 is a root and (vi, vi+1) ∈ E for all 1 ≤ i < m. Since D has height at most k,
we have m ≤ k. Since the edge relation of D is automatic and since the set of all roots in D is
first-order definable and hence regular, P is indeed a regular set. Moreover, the edge relation of
unfold(D) becomes clearly FA recognizable on P . ⊓⊔
For 2 ≤ i ≤ n, let us consider the following forest:
F i =
⊎
{T ic | c ∈ N
1+2(n−i)
+ } ⊎
⊎
{U iκ | κ ∈ N+ ∪ {ω}} .
Technically, this section proves by induction over i the following statement:
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Proposition 16. For 2 ≤ i ≤ n, there exists an automatic copy F i of F i and an isomorphism
f i : F i → F i that maps
1. the root of the tree T ic to a
c (for all c ∈ N
1+2(n−i)
+ ),
2. the root of the tree U iω to ε, and
3. the root of the tree U im to b
m (for all m ∈ N+).
This will give the desired result since T nc is then isomorphic to the connected component of F
n
that contains the word ac (and similarly for Unκ ). Note that this connected component is automatic
by Theorem 1, since the forest Fn has bounded height. Moreover, an automatic presentation for
the connected component containing ac can be computed from c.
By Lemma 15, it suffices to construct an automatic dag Di such that there is an isomorphism
h : unfold(Di)→ F i that is the identity on the set of roots of Di.
4.2.1 Induction base: the automatic dag D2 Recall the definitions of Σaℓ , a
e, and ⊗k(L)
from Section 3.
Lemma 17. From ℓ ∈ N+, q1, q2 ∈ N[x1, . . . , xℓ], and a symbol a, one can compute an automatic
forest of height 1 over an alphabet Σaℓ ⊎ Γ such that
– the roots are the words from ⊗ℓ(a+),
– the leaves are words from Γ+, and
– the tree rooted at ae is isomorphic to T [q1(e), q2(e)].
Proof. Set p(x1, . . . , xℓ) = C(q1(x1, . . . , xℓ), q2(x1, . . . , xℓ)) and recall the definition of the au-
tomata A[p] and RunA[p] from Section 3. Recall also that we let π be the projection with
π(p, a, q) = a for a transition (p, a, q) of A[p]. Then let
L[q1, q2] = ⊗ℓ(a
+) ∪ (π−1(⊗ℓ(a
+)) ∩ L(RunA[p])) and
E[q1, q2] = {(u, v) | u ∈ ⊗ℓ(a
+), v ∈ π−1(u) ∩ L(RunA[p])} .
Then L[q1, q2] is regular and E[q1, q2] is FA recognizable, i.e., the pair (L[q1, q2];E[q1, q2]) is an
automatic graph. It is actually a forest of height 1, the words from ⊗ℓ(a+) form the roots, and
the tree rooted at ae has precisely p(e) leaves, i.e., it is isomorphic to T [q1(e), q2(e)]. ⊓⊔
From now on, we use the notations from Section 4.1.1. Using Lemma 17, we can compute automatic
forests F1 and F2 over alphabets Σaℓ+1 ⊎ Γ1 and Σ
b
2 ⊎ Γ2, respectively, such that
(a) the roots of F1 are the words from ⊗ℓ+1(a+),
(b) the roots of F2 are the words from ⊗2(b+),
(c) the leaves of Fi are words from Γ
+
i (i ∈ {1, 2}),
(d) the tree rooted at aeeℓ+1 is isomorphic to T [p1(e) + eℓ+1, p2(e) + eℓ+1] for e ∈ Nℓ+, eℓ+1 ∈ N+,
(e) the tree rooted at be1e2 is isomorphic to T [e1, e2] for e1, e2 ∈ N+.
We can assume that the alphabets Γ1, Γ2, Σ
a
ℓ+1, and Σ
b
2 are mutually disjoint. Let F = (VF , EF )
be the disjoint union of F1 and F2; it is effectively automatic.
The universe of the automatic dag D2 is the regular language
⊗k(a
+) ∪ b∗ ∪ ($∗ ⊗ VF ),
where $ is a new symbol. We have the following edges:
– For u, v ∈ VF , $
m ⊗ u is connected to $n ⊗ v if and only if m = n and (u, v) ∈ EF . This
produces ℵ0 many copies of F .
– ac is connected to any word from $∗ ⊗ ({ac x | x ∈ Nℓ−k+1+ } ∪ {b
e1e2 | e1 6= e2}). By point (d)
and (e) above, this means that the tree unfold(D2, ac) has ℵ0 many subtrees isomorphic to
T [p1(c x)+xℓ+1, p2(c x)+xℓ+1] for x ∈ N
ℓ−k
+ , xℓ+1 ∈ N+ and T [e1, e2] for e1, e2 ∈ N+, e1 6= e2.
Hence, unfold(D2, ac) ∼= T 2c .
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unfold(D2, ac) ∼= T 2c
ac
ac ⊗ $m ⊗ acx ac ⊗ $m ⊗ be1e2
∀m ∈ N
∀x ∈ Nℓ−k+1
+
∀m, e1, e2
e1 6= e2
T [p1(c, x) + xℓ+1,
p2(c, x) + xℓ+1]
T [e1, e2]
unfold(D2, ε) ∼= U2ω
ε
ε⊗ $m ⊗ be1e2
∀m,e1, e2
e1 6= e2
T [e1, e2]
unfold(D2, bm) ∼= U2m
bm
bm ⊗ $n ⊗ be1e2
∀n, e1, e2
e1 6= e2 or
e1 = e2 > m
T [e1, e2]
Fig. 3. Automatic presentation of T 2c and U
2
κ
– ε is connected to all words from $∗ ⊗ {be1e2 | e1 6= e2}. By (e) above, this means that the tree
unfold(D2, ε) has ℵ0 many subtrees isomorphic to T [e1, e2] for e1, e2 ∈ N+, e1 6= e2. Hence,
unfold(D2, ε) ∼= U2ω.
– bm (m ∈ N+) is connected to all words from $∗ ⊗ {be1e2 | e1 6= e2 or e1 = e2 > m}. By (e)
above, this means that the tree unfold(D2, bm) has ℵ0 many subtrees isomorphic to T [e1, e2]
for all e1, e2 ∈ N+ with e1 6= e2 or e1 = e2 > m. Hence, unfold(D2, bm) ∼= U2m.
Thus, unfold(D2) ∼= F 2 and the roots are as required in Proposition 16, see Figure 3. Moreover, it
is clear that D2 is automatic.
4.2.2 Induction step: the automatic dag Di+1 Suppose Di = (V,E) is such that F i =
unfold(Di) is as described in Proposition 16.
We use the notations from Section 4.1.2. We first build another automatic dag D′, whose
unfolding will comprise (copies of) all the trees U ′κ,x (κ ∈ N+ ∪ {ω}, x ∈ N+) and T
′
cxy (c ∈ N
k
+,
x, y ∈ N+). Recall that the set of roots of D
i is ⊗k+2(a
+)∪ b∗ ⊆ V . The universe of D′ consists of
the regular language
(V \ b∗) ∪ (♯+ ⊗ b∗) ∪ ♯+1 ♯
∗
2,
where ♯, ♯1, and ♯2 are new symbols. We have the following edges in D′:
– All edges from E except those with an initial node in b∗ are present in D′.
– acxy ∈ V is connected to all words of the form ♯i1♯
x−i
2 for c ∈ N
k
+, x, y ∈ N+, and 1 ≤ i ≤ x.
This ensures that the subtree rooted at acxy gets x new leaves, which are children of the root.
Hence unfold(D′, acxy) ∼= T ′cxy.
– ♯x ⊗ bm for x ∈ N+ and m ∈ N is connected to (i) all nodes to which bm is connected in Di
and to (ii) all nodes from ♯i1♯
x−i
2 for 1 ≤ i ≤ x. This ensures that unfold(D
′, ♯x ⊗ bm) ∼= U ′m,x
in case m ∈ N+ and unfold(D
′, ♯x ⊗ ε) ∼= U ′ω,x.
In summary, D′ is a dag, whose unfolding consists of (a copy of) U ′ω,x rooted at ♯
x ⊗ ε, U ′m,x
(m ∈ N+) rooted at ♯x ⊗ bm, and T ′cxy rooted at a
cxy.
From the automatic dag D′, we now build in a final step the automatic dag Di+1. This is very
similar to the constructions of D2 and D′ above. Let V ′ be the universe of D′. The universe of
Di+1 is the regular language
⊗k(a
+) ∪ b∗ ∪ ($∗ ⊗ V ′) .
The edges are as follows:
– For u, v ∈ V ′, $m ⊗ u is connected to $n ⊗ v if and only if m = n and (u, v) is an edge of D′.
This generates ℵ0 many copies of D′.
– ac is connected to every word from $∗ ⊗ ({acxy | x, y ∈ N+} ∪ (♯+ ⊗ b+)). Hence, the tree
unfold(Di+1, ac) has ℵ0 many subtrees isomorphic to T ′cxy for x, y ∈ N+ and U
′
m,x for x,m ∈
N+. Thus, unfold(Di+1, ac) ∼= T
i+1
c .
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unfold(Di+1, ac) ∼= T i+1c
ac
ac ⊗ $m ⊗ acxy ac ⊗ $m ⊗ ♯x ⊗ bn
∀m,x, y ∀m,n, x
1 ≤ i ≤ x
. . .
︸ ︷︷ ︸
ac ⊗ $m ⊗ acxy ⊗ ♯i1♯
x−i
2
ac ⊗ $m ⊗ T icxy
1 ≤ i ≤ x
. . .
︸ ︷︷ ︸
ac ⊗ $m ⊗ ♯x ⊗ bn ⊗ ♯i1♯
x−i
2
ac ⊗ $m ⊗ ♯x ⊗ Uin
Fig. 4. Automatic presentation of T i+1c
unfold(Di+1, ε) ∼= U i+1ω
ε
ε⊗ $m ⊗ ♯x ⊗ ε ε ⊗ $m ⊗ ♯x ⊗ bn
∀m,x ∀m,n, x
1 ≤ i ≤ x
. . .
︸ ︷︷ ︸
ε ⊗ $m ⊗ ♯x ⊗ ε ⊗ ♯i1♯
x−i
2
ε⊗ $m ⊗ ♯x ⊗ Uiω
1 ≤ i ≤ x
. . .
︸ ︷︷ ︸
ε⊗ $m ⊗ ♯x ⊗ bn ⊗ ♯i1♯
x−i
2
ε ⊗ $m ⊗ ♯x ⊗ Uin
Fig. 5. Automatic presentation of U i+1ω
– ε is connected to all words from $∗ ⊗ (♯+ ⊗ b∗). Hence, the tree unfold(Di+1, ε) has ℵ0 many
subtrees isomorphic to U ′κ,x for all x ∈ N+ and κ ∈ N+ ∪ {ω}. Thus, unfold(D
i+1, ε) ∼= U i+1ω .
– bm (m ∈ N+) is connected to all words from $∗⊗((♯+⊗b+)∪{♯x⊗ε | 1 ≤ x < m}). This means
that the tree unfold(Di+1, bm) has ℵ0 many subtrees isomorphic to U ′m,x for all m,x ∈ N+ and
U ′ω,x for all 1 ≤ x < m. Hence, unfold(D
i+1, bm) ∼= U i+1m .
See Figure 4, 5, and 6 for the overall construction. This finishes the proof of Proposition 16. Hence
we obtain:
Theorem 18. 1. For any n ≥ 2, the isomorphism problem for automatic trees of height at most
n is Π02n−3-complete.
2. The isomorphism problem for the class of automatic trees of finite height is recursively equiv-
alent to FOTh(N; +,×).
Proof. We first prove the first statement. Containment in Π02n−3 was shown in Proposition 7. For
the hardness, let Pn ⊆ N+ be any Π02n−3-predicate and let c ∈ N+. Then, above, we constructed
the automatic forest Fn of height n. The trees T nc and U
n
ω are first-order definable in F
n since
they are (isomorphic to) the trees rooted at ac and ε, resp. Hence these two trees are automatic.
By Proposition 14, they are isomorphic if and only if Pn(c) holds.
We now come to the second statement. Since the proof of Prop. 7 is uniform in the level n,
we can compute from two automatic trees T1, T2 of finite height an arithmetical formula, which is
true if and only if T1 ∼= T2. For the other direction, one observes that the height of an automatic
tree of finite height can be computed. Then the result follows from the first statement because of
the uniformity of its proof. ⊓⊔
In fact, we proved a slightly stronger statement: For every n ≥ 2, there exists a fixed Π02n−3-
complete set P2n−3 ⊆ N+. If we apply our construction, we obtain a fixed automatic forest Fn
of height n with the following properties: It is Π02n−3-complete to determine, whether for given
c ∈ N+, the tree rooted at ac in Fn is isomorphic to the tree rooted at ε in Fn.
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unfold(Di+1, bm) ∼= U i+1m
bm
bm ⊗ $n ⊗ ♯x ⊗ ε bm ⊗ $n ⊗ ♯x ⊗ bh
∀n∀1 ≤ x < m
∀n, x, h
1 ≤ i ≤ x
. . .
︸ ︷︷ ︸
bm ⊗ $n ⊗ ♯x ⊗ ε ⊗ ♯i1♯
x−i
2
bm ⊗ $n ⊗ ♯x ⊗ Uiω
1 ≤ i ≤ x
. . .
︸ ︷︷ ︸
bm ⊗ $n ⊗ ♯x ⊗ bh ⊗ ♯i1♯
x−i
2
bm ⊗ $n ⊗ ♯x ⊗ Uih
Fig. 6. Automatic presentation of U i+1m
5 Recursive trees of finite height
In this section, we briefly discuss the isomorphism problem for recursive (i.e., computable) trees
of finite height.
Theorem 19. For every n ≥ 1, the isomorphism problem for recursive trees of height at most n
is Π02n-complete.
Proof. For the upper bound, let us first assume that n = 1. Two recursive trees T1 and T2 of
height 1 are isomorphic if and only if: for every k ≥ 0, there exist at least k nodes in T1 if and
only if there exist at least k nodes in T2. This is a Π
0
2 -statement. For the inductive step, we can
reuse the arguments from the proof of Proposition 7.
For the lower bound, we first note that the isomorphism problem for recursive trees of height 1
is Π02 -complete. It is known that the problem whether a given recursively enumerable set is infinite
is Π02 -complete [19]. For a given deterministic Turing-machine M , we construct a recursive tree
T (M) of height 1 as follows: the set of leaves of T (M) is the set of all accepting computations
of M . We add a root to the tree and connect the root to all leaves. If L(M) is infinite, then
T (M) is isomorphic to the height-1 tree with infinitely many leaves. If L(M) is finite, then there
exists m ∈ N such that T (M) is isomorphic to the height-1 tree with m leaves. We can use this
construction as the base case for our construction in Section 4.1.2. This yields the lower bound
for all n ≥ 1. ⊓⊔
6 Automatic Linear Orders
We use ω to denote the linear order (type of) (N;≤) of the natural numbers and n to denote the
finite linear order (type) of size n. Let I = (DI ;≤I) be a linear order and let L = {Li | i ∈ DI}
be a class of linear orders, where Li = (Di;≤i) for i ∈ DI . The sum
∑
L is the linear order
({(x, i) | i ∈ DI , x ∈ Di};≤) where for all i, j ∈ DI , x ∈ Di, and y ∈ Dj ,
(x, i) ≤ (y, j) ⇐⇒ i <I j ∨ (i = j ∧ x ≤i y) .
We use L1 + L2 to denote
∑
{Li | i ∈ 2}. We denote with L1 · L2 the sum
∑
{Li1 | i ∈ L2} where
Li1
∼= L1 for every i ∈ L2. An interval of a linear order L = (D;≤) is a subset I ⊆ D such that
x, y ∈ I and x < z < y imply z ∈ I.
A well-known example of an automatic linear order is the lexicographic order ≤lex on a regular
language D. To define ≤lex, we first need a fixed linear order < on the alphabet Σ of D. For
w,w′ ∈ D, we say that w is lexicographically less than w′, denoted by w <lex w′, if either w is a
proper prefix of w′ or there exist x, y, z ∈ Σ∗ and σ, τ ∈ Σ such that w = xσy, w′ = xτz and
σ < τ . We write w ≤lex w′ if either w = w′ or w <lex w′. For convenience, in this paper, we use
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≤lex to denote the lexicographic order regardless of the corresponding alphabets and orders on the
alphabets. The precise definition of ≤lex in different occurrences will be clear from the context.
This section is devoted to proving that the isomorphism problem on the class of automatic
linear orders is at least as hard as FOTh(N; +,×). To this end, it suffices to prove (uniformly in
n) Σ0n-hardness for every even n. The general plan for this is similar to the proof for trees of finite
height: we use Hilbert’s 10th problem to handle Π01 -predicates in several variables and an inductive
construction of more complicated linear orders to handle quantifiers, i.e., to proceed from a Π02i−1-
to a Σ02i-predicate (and from a Σ
0
2i- to a Π
0
2i+1-predicate).
So let n ≥ 1 be even and let Pn(x0) be a Σ0n-predicate. For every odd (even) number 1 ≤ i < n,
let Pi(x0, . . . , xn−i) be the Π
0
i -predicate (Σ
0
i -predicate) such that Pi+1(x0, . . . , xn−i−1) is logically
equivalent to Qxn−i : Pi(x0, . . . , xn−i) where Q = ∃ if i is odd and Q = ∀ if i is even. We fix these
predicates for the rest of Section 6.
By induction on 1 ≤ i ≤ n, we will construct from c ∈ Nn−i+1+ the following linear orders:
– a test linear order Lic,
– a linear order Ki, and
– a set of linear orders Mi such that M1 = {M1m | m ∈ N+} and M
i is the singleton {M i} if
i > 1.
These linear orders will have the following properties:
(P1) Pi(c) holds if and only if L
i
c
∼= Ki.
(P2) Pi(c) does not hold if and only if L
i
c
∼=M for some M ∈ Mi.
(P3) The linear order ω · i is not isomorphic to any interval of Lic,K
i,M where M ∈Mi.
In the rest of the section, we will inductively construct Lic, K
i, and Mi and prove (P1), (P2),
and (P3). The subsequent section is devoted to proving the effective automaticity of these linear
orders.
6.1 Construction of linear orders
Our construction of linear orders is quite similar to the construction for trees from Section 4.1.
One of the main differences is that in the inductive step for trees, we went from a Π0i -predicate
directly to a Π0i+2-predicate. Thereby the height of the trees only increased by one. This was
crucial in order to get Π02n−3-completeness for the isomorphism problem for automatic trees of
height n ≥ 2. For automatic linear orders, we split the construction into two inductive steps: in
the first step, we go from a Π0i -predicate (i odd) to a Σ
0
i+1-predicate, whereas in the second step,
we go from a Σ0i+1-predicate to a Π
0
i+2-predicate.
A key technique used in the construction is the shuffle sum of a class of linear orders. Let I be
a countable set. A dense I-coloring of Q is a mapping c : Q → I such that for all x, y ∈ Q with
x < y and all i ∈ I there exists x < z < y with c(z) = i.
Definition 20. Let L = {Li | i ∈ I} be a set of linear orders with I countable and let c : Q → I
be a dense I-coloring of Q. The shuffle sum of L, denoted Shuf(L), is the linear order
∑
x∈Q Lc(x).
In the above definition, the isomorphism type of
∑
x∈QLc(x) does not depend on the choice of the
dense I-coloring c, see e.g. [20]. Hence Shuf(L) is indeed uniquely defined.
In this section, we will consider classes L1 and L2 of linear orders that we consider as classes
of isomorphism types. Therefore, we use the following abbreviations:
– “L ∈ L1” denotes that L1 contains a linear order isomorphic to L,
– “L1 ⊆ L2” denotes ∀L1 ∈ L1 ∃L2 ∈ L2 : L1 ∼= L2, and
– “L1 = L2” abbreviates L1 ⊆ L2 ⊆ L1.
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6.1.1 Induction base: construction of L1
c
, K1, and M1
m
Recall from Section 3 that the
polynomial function C(x, y) = (x+ y)2 + 3x+ y is injective. For n1, n2 ∈ N+, let L[n1, n2] be the
finite linear order of length C(n1, n2).
By applying Matiyasevich’s theorem, we obtain two polynomials p1(x), p2(x) ∈ N[x] in ℓ vari-
ables, ℓ > n, such that for all c ∈ Nn+, the Π
0
1 -predicate P1(c) holds if and only if
∀x ∈ Nℓ−n : p1(c, x) 6= p2(c, x) .
Fix c ∈ Nn+ and m ∈ N+. We define the following four classes of finite linear orders:
L11(c) = {L[p1(c, x) + xℓ+1, p2(c, x) + xℓ+1] | x ∈ N
ℓ−n
+ , xℓ+1 ∈ N+} (9)
L12(m) = {L[x+m,x+m] | x ∈ N+} (10)
L13 = {L[x+ y, x] | x, y ∈ N+} (11)
L14 = {L[x, x+ y] | x, y ∈ N+} (12)
The linear orders L1c , K
1, and M1m are obtained by taking the shuffle sums of unions of the above
classes of linear orders:
L1c = Shuf(L
1
1(c) ∪ L
1
3 ∪ L
1
4), K
1 = Shuf(L13 ∪ L
1
4), M
1
m = Shuf(L
1
2(m) ∪ L
1
3 ∪ L
1
4).
The next lemma is needed to prove (P1) and (P2) for the Π01 -predicate P1.
Lemma 21. Suppose L1 and L2 are two countable sets of finite linear orders. Then
L1 = L2 ⇐⇒ Shuf(L1) ∼= Shuf(L2)
and no interval of Shuf(L1) is isomorphic to ω.
Proof. If L1 = L2, then it is clear that Shuf(L1) ∼= Shuf(L2). Conversely, suppose there exists an
isomorphism f from Shuf(L1) to Shuf(L2). We prove below that L1 = L2. By symmetry we only
need to prove L1 ⊆ L2.
Note that for i ∈ {1, 2}, Shuf(Li) is obtained by replacing each q ∈ Q with some linear order
Liq (whose type is) contained in Li. For every q ∈ Q, if f(L
1
q) contains elements from L
2
p and L
2
p′
for some p < p′, then f(L1q) is infinite which is impossible. Therefore f maps L
1
q into L
2
p for some
p ∈ Q. Using the same argument with f replaced by f−1, we can also prove that f−1 maps L2p into
L1q. Hence L
1
q
∼= L2p. This means that for all L ∈ L1, there is L
′ ∈ L2 such that L ∼= L′. Therefore
L1 ⊆ L2.
If x1 < x2 < · · · in Shuf(L1), then there are p < p′ in Q and k < ℓ in N+ such that xk ∈ L1p
and xℓ ∈ L1p′ . But then the interval [xk, xℓ] is infinite. Hence no interval in Shuf(L1) is isomorphic
to ω. ⊓⊔
The next lemma states (P1) and (P2) for i = 1:
Lemma 22. For any c ∈ Nn+, we have:
(1) P1(c) holds ⇐⇒ L1c
∼= K1.
(2) P1(c) does not hold ⇐⇒ ∃m ∈ N+ : L1c
∼=M1m.
Proof. For (1), we have
P1(c) ⇐⇒ ∀x ∈ N
ℓ−n
+ : p1(c, x) 6= p2(c, x)
⇐⇒ ∀x ∈ Nℓ−n+ , xℓ+1 ∈ N+ : p1(c, x) + xℓ+1 6= p2(c, x) + xℓ+1
⇐⇒ ∀x ∈ Nℓ−n+ , xℓ+1 ∈ N+ : L[p1(c, x) + xℓ+1, p2(c, x) + xℓ+1] ∈ L
1
3 ∪ L
1
4
⇐⇒ L11(c) ∪ L
1
3 ∪ L
1
4 = L
1
3 ∪ L
1
4
Lemma 21
⇐⇒ L1c ∼= K
1.
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For (2), we get
¬P1(c) ⇐⇒ ∃x ∈ N
ℓ−n
+ : p1(c, x) = p2(c, x)
⇐⇒ ∃m ∈ N+ : L[m+ 1,m+ 1] ∈ L
1
1(c)
⇐⇒ ∃m ∈ N+ : (∀k > m : L[k, k] ∈ L
1
1(c) ∧ ∀1 ≤ k ≤ m : L[k, k] 6∈ L
1
1(c))
⇐⇒ ∃m ∈ N+ : L
1
1(c) ∪ L
1
3 ∪ L
1
4 = L
1
2(m) ∪ L
1
3 ∪ L
1
4
Lemma 21
⇐⇒ ∃m ∈ N+ : L
1
c
∼=M1m .
⊓⊔
Since L1c, K
1, and M1m are shuffle sums, they satisfy (P3) by Lemma 21. This finishes the con-
struction for the base case.
6.1.2 First induction step: from Pi to Pi+1 for i odd Suppose i ≥ 1 is an odd number.
For notational simplicity, we write k for n− i. Thus, Pi+1 is a k-ary predicate and Pi is a (k+1)-
ary one. For all c ∈ Nk+, Pi+1(c) is logically equivalent to ∃x : Pi(c, x). Applying the inductive
hypothesis, for any c ∈ Nk+ and x ∈ N+, we obtain linear orders L
i
cx, K
i, and the set Mi such
that
– Pi(c, x) holds if and only if L
i
cx
∼= Ki,
– Pi(c, x) does not hold if and only if L
i
cx
∼=M for some M ∈ Mi, and
– ω · i is not isomorphic to any interval of Licx, K
i, or M where M ∈Mi.
Fix c ∈ Nk+. We define the following classes of linear orders:
Li+11 (c) = {ω · i+L
i
cx | x ∈ N+}, L
i+1
2 = {ω · i+M |M ∈ M
i}, Li+13 = {ω · i+K
i}. (13)
The linear orders Li+1c , K
i+1, and M i+1 are defined as shuffle sums of unions of the above classes
of linear orders:
Li+1c = Shuf(L
i+1
1 (c) ∪ L
i+1
2 ), K
i+1 = Shuf(Li+12 ∪ L
i+1
3 ), M
i+1 = Shuf(Li+12 ). (14)
Recall that the set Mi is a singleton for i > 1, consisting of M i. The next lemma can be proved
similarly as Lemma 21.
Lemma 23. Suppose L1 and L2 are two countable classes of linear orders such that each L ∈
L1 ∪L2 is isomorphic to a linear order of the form ω · i+K, where ω · i is not isomorphic to any
interval of K. Then
L1 = L2 ⇐⇒ Shuf(L1) ∼= Shuf(L2) .
If Shuf(L1) contains an interval isomorphic to ω · (i+ 1), then there is a linear order K with
ω · (i+ 1) +K ∈ L1.
Proof. If L1 = L2, then it is clear that Shuf(L1) ∼= Shuf(L2). Conversely, suppose f is an isomor-
phism from Shuf(L1) to Shuf(L2). We prove that L1 = L2. By symmetry we only need to prove
that L1 ⊆ L2.
Say Lj = {Lj,s | s ∈ N} for j ∈ {1, 2}. Intuitively, for j ∈ {1, 2}, Shuf(Lj) can be viewed
as obtained by replacing each q ∈ Q with a linear order L(j, q) ∼= Lj,c(q), where c is a dense
N-coloring. Fix q ∈ Q. Suppose f(L(1, q)) contains elements in L(2, p) and L(2, p′) for p, p′ ∈ Q
with p < p′. Then in f(L(1, q)) there are infinitely many disjoint intervals that are isomorphic to
ω · i, while in L(1, q) there is exactly one such interval, a contradiction. Therefore f maps L(1, q)
into L(2, p) for some p ∈ Q.
If f(L(1, q))  L(2, p), then f−1(L(2, p)) contains an element x /∈ L(1, q). The argument
from the previous paragraph with f replaced by f−1 again leads to a contradiction. Therefore
f(L(1, q)) = L(2, p). This means that for all L ∈ L1, there is L′ ∈ L2 such that L ∼= L′ and the
lemma is proved.
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Let I ∼= ω · (i + 1) be some interval in Shuf(L1). First suppose there are p < r in Q such that I
intersects L(1, p) and L(1, r). But then L(1, q) ⊆ I for all p < q < r, implying that (Q,≤) embeds
into I ∼= ω · (i + 1) which is impossible. Hence there is some q ∈ Q with I ⊆ L(1, q) ∈ L1. Then
there is a linear order K such that L(1, q) = ω · i+K. Since ω · i (let alone ω · (i+ 1)) is no interval
in K, the interval I has to intersect the initial segment ω · i of L(1, q). But then ω has to be an
initial segment of K, i.e., L(1, q) = ω · (i + 1) +K ′ for some linear order K ′. ⊓⊔
Now notice that ω · (i+ 1) is not isomorphic to any interval of Li+1c , K
i+1, or M i+1 (each of the
orders Licx, K
i, and M ∈ Mi is a shuffle sum and therefore does not start with ω). Hence (P3)
holds for i+ 1. Furthermore, the following holds:
Pi+1(c) ⇐⇒ ∃x ∈ N+ : Pi+1(c, x)
⇐⇒ ∃x ∈ N+ : L
i
cx
∼= Ki
⇐⇒ Li+13 ⊆ L
i+1
1 (c)
⇐⇒ Li+11 (c) ∪ L
i+1
2 = L
i+1
2 ∪ L
i+1
3
Lemma 23
⇐⇒ Li+1c
∼= Ki+1
¬Pi+1(c) ⇐⇒ ∀x ∈ N+ : ¬Pi+1(c, x)
⇐⇒ ∀x ∈ N+ ∃M ∈M
i : Licx
∼=M
⇐⇒ Li+11 (c) ∪ L
i+1
2 = L
i+1
2
Lemma 23
⇐⇒ Li+1c
∼=M i+1
We have shown (P1) and (P2) for i+ 1 in case i is odd.
6.1.3 Second induction step: from Pi to Pi+1 for i even Let i ≥ 1 be even and consider
the Π0i+1-predicate Pi+1. Again, we write k for n− i. For all c ∈ N
k
+, Pi+1(c) is logically equivalent
to ∀x : Pi(c, x). Since i is even, we must have i ≥ 2. Therefore the setM
i is a singleton, consisting
of the linear order M i.
Fix c ∈ Nk+. Define the classes of linear orders L
i+1
1 (c), L
i+1
2 , and L
i+1
3 using the same definition
as in (13). The linear orders Li+1c , K
i+1, and M i+1 are defined as follows:
Li+1c = Shuf(L
i+1
1 (c) ∪ L
i+1
3 ), K
i+1 = Shuf(Li+13 ), M
i+1 = Shuf(Li+12 ∪ L
i+1
3 ).
Again, ω · (i+ 1) is not isomorphic to any interval of Li+1c , K
i+1, or M i+1. Hence (P3) holds for
i+ 1. Furthermore, the following holds:
Pi+1(c) ⇐⇒ ∀x ∈ N+ : Pi(c, x)
⇐⇒ ∀x ∈ N+ : L
i
cx
∼= Ki
⇐⇒ Li+11 (c) ∪ L
i+1
3 = L
i+1
3
Lemma 23
⇐⇒ Li+1c
∼= Ki+1
¬Pi+1(c) ⇐⇒ ∃x ∈ N+ : ¬Pi(c, x)
⇐⇒ ∃x ∈ N+ : L
i
cx
∼=M i
⇐⇒ Li+11 (c) ∪ L
i+1
3 = L
i+1
2 ∪ L
i+1
3
Lemma 23
⇐⇒ Li+1c
∼=M i+1
We have shown (P1) and (P2) for i+ 1 in case i is even. This finishes the construction and proof
for (P1), (P2), and (P3) in the inductive step.
6.2 Automaticity
To construct automatic presentations of the linear orders from the previous section, we first fix
some notations. For c = (c1, . . . , ck) ∈ Nk+ and a symbol a, we re-define a
c as the word
ac1♯ · · ·ack♯ ∈ {a, ♯}∗.
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Recall that Lemma 2 described a way to represent a polynomial p(x) ∈ N[x] in k variables using
the number of accepting runs of an automaton A[p(x)]. The next lemma re-states Lemma 2 with
respect to the new definition of ac.
Lemma 24. From a polynomial p(x) ∈ N[x] in k variables, one can effectively construct a non-
deterministic automaton A[p(x)] on alphabet {a, ♯} such that L(A[p(x)]) = (a+♯)k and for all
c ∈ Nk+ : A[p(x)] has exactly p(c) accepting runs on input a
c.
Proof. We use the same proof as for Lemma 2. The only difference is when the polynomial
p(x1, . . . , xk) is of the form xi for some i ∈ {1, . . . , k}. In this case, the automaton A[xi] is
(S, I,∆, F ) where S = {q0, q1, . . . qk, q′i}, I = {q0}, F = {qk} and the transition relation ∆ is
∆ = {(qj−1, ♯, qj) | 1 ≤ j ≤ k, j 6= i} ∪ {(q, a, q) | q ∈ S} ∪ {(qi−1, a, q
′
i), (q
′
i, ♯, qi)}.
It is easy to see that L(A[xi]) = (a+♯)k and A[xi] has exactly ci accepting runs on input ac where
c ∈ Nk+. ⊓⊔
From now on, when referring to A[p(x)], we always assume it is defined in the sense of Lemma 24
(as opposed to Lemma 2). Let A be a non-deterministic finite automaton over the alphabet Σ
and let ∆ be the transition relation of A. Recall the definition of the automaton RunA and the
projection morphism π : ∆∗ → Σ∗ from Section 3. Then, RunA is an automaton over the alphabet
∆. Assume that a lexicographic order ≤lex has been defined on each of Σ∗ and ∆∗. Define the
automatic linear order ⊑ on L(RunA) such that for all w,w′ ∈ L(RunA):
w ⊑ w′ ⇐⇒ π(w) <lex π(w
′) ∨ (π(w) = π(w′) ∧ w ≤lex w
′). (15)
Let Σi be the alphabet {♯, $1, . . . , $i−1, $, 0, 1, a, b1, b2, b3}. Fix the order < on Σi such that
$ < $1 < · · · < $i−1 < 0 < ♯ < a < b1 < b2 < b3 < 1. (16)
For any automaton A over Σi, fix an arbitrary order on the transition relation ∆ of A. Let ≤lex
be the lexicographic orders on Σ∗i and ∆
∗ defined with respect to these orders, respectively. From
now on, we will always let ⊑ be the linear order as defined in (15) with respect to ≤lex. For a
regular language L ⊆ Σ∗ let first(L) = {a ∈ Σ | ∃w ∈ Σ∗ : aw ∈ L}. For u ∈ Σ∗, we use L[u] to
denote the language uΣ∗ ∩L. Technically, in this section we prove by induction on i the following
statement:
Proposition 25. We can compute automata Ai over Σi such that:
(1) L(A1) = ((a+♯)n ∪ b+1 ♯ ∪ b2♯)$R for some regular language R ⊆ Σ
+
1
(2) If i > 1, then L(Ai) = ((a+♯)n−i+1 ∪ b1♯ ∪ b2♯)$R for some regular language R ⊆ Σ
+
i
(3) Lic
∼= (π−1(L(Ai)[ac]) ∩ L(RunAi);⊑) for c ∈ N
n−i+1
+
(4) M1m
∼= (π−1(L(A1)[bm1 ♯]) ∩ L(RunA1);⊑) for m ∈ N+
(5) M i ∼= (π−1(L(Ai)[b1♯]) ∩ L(RunAi);⊑) for i > 1
(6) Ki ∼= (π−1(L(Ai)[b2♯]) ∩ L(RunAi);⊑)
Moreover, in (1) and (2) we have first(R) ⊆ {0, 1}.
6.2.1 Effective automaticity of shuffle sums This section shows that we can construct an
automatic presentation of the shuffle sum of a class of automatic linear orders that are presented
in some specific way. For a regular language D over an alphabet, which does neither contain 0 nor
1, let σ(D) = ({0, 1}∗1D)+.
Lemma 26. Let A be an automaton such that L(A) = ED$F for regular languages E,D ⊆
{a, b1, b2, b3, ♯}∗ and F ⊆ Σ∗i (for some 1 ≤ i ≤ n). We can effectively compute an automaton
σ(A, E) such that L(σ(A, E)) = E$σ(D)$F and for all u ∈ E:
(π−1(u$σ(D)$F ) ∩ L(Runσ(A,E));⊑) ∼= Shuf({(π
−1(uv$F ) ∩ L(RunA);⊑) | v ∈ D}).
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Proof. Suppose A = (S, I,∆, Sf ). Let Γ = {a, b1, b2, b3, ♯}. We first define the automaton
A′ = (S × {1, 2, loop}, I × {1}, ∆′, Sf × {2}).
The transition function ∆′ of A′ is defined as follows:
∆′ = {((q, 1), α, (p, 1)) | (q, α, p) ∈ ∆,α ∈ Γ} ∪
{((q, 1), $, (q, loop)) | q ∈ S} ∪
{((q, loop), α, (q, loop)) | α ∈ Γ ∪ {0, 1}} ∪
{((q, loop), 1, (q, 2)) | q ∈ S} ∪
{((q, 2), α, (p, 2)) | (q, α, p) ∈ ∆}
Intuitively, A′ consists of two copies of A whose state spaces are S × {1} and S × {2}. The
automaton A′ runs by starting simulating A on the first copy. When the first $ is read, it stops
the simulation. For this, the automaton stores the state q by moving to the “looping state” (q, loop).
The automaton will stay in (q, loop) unless 1 is read, in which case, it may “guess” that it reads the
last 1 before the second $ in the input. If so, it goes out of (q, loop) and continues the simulation in
the second copy of A and accepts the input word if the run stops at a final state. If the guess was
not correct and there is another 1 before the second $ in the input, then the run will necessarily
reject.
It is easy to see that for all u1, u2 ∈ Γ ∗, v ∈ (Γ ∪{0, 1})∗1 and u3 ∈ F , the number of accepting
runs of A′ on u1$vu2$u3 is the same as the number of accepting runs of A on u1u2$u3, i.e.,
|L(RunA′) ∩ π
−1(u1$vu2$u3)| = |L(RunA) ∩ π
−1(u1u2$u3)|. (17)
Let
σ(A, E) = E$σ(D)$F ∩ A′.
Note that L(σ(A, E)) = E$σ(D)$F . Also, for any u1 ∈ E, v ∈ ({0, 1}∗1D)∗{0, 1}∗1, u2 ∈ D, and
u3 ∈ F , the number of accepting runs of σ(A, E) on u1$vu2$u3 equals the number of accepting
runs of A′ on u1$vu2$u3, which is, by (17), equal to the number of accepting runs of A on u1u2$u3.
Hence, we have
|L(Runσ(A,E)) ∩ π
−1(u1$vu2$u3)| = |L(RunA) ∩ π
−1(u1u2$u3)|. (18)
We prove the following claim.
Claim 1. For all u1 ∈ E, v ∈ ({0, 1}∗1D)∗{0, 1}∗1 and u2 ∈ D,
(π−1(u1$vu2$F ) ∩ L(Runσ(A,E));⊑) ∼= (π
−1(u1u2$F ) ∩ L(RunA);⊑). (19)
For u ∈ F , let L(u) = (π−1(u1u2$u)∩L(RunA);⊑). Note that this is a finite linear order. Consider
the linear order (F ;≤lex). By definition of ⊑,
(π−1(u1u2$F ) ∩ L(RunA);⊑) ∼=
∑
u∈F
L(u).
By (18), L(u) ∼= (π−1(u1$vu2$u) ∩ L(Runσ(A,E));⊑). By definition of ⊑ again,
(π−1(u1$vu2$F ) ∩ L(Runσ(A,E));⊑) ∼=
∑
u∈F
(π−1(u1$vu2$u) ∩ L(Runσ(A,E));⊑)
∼=
∑
u∈F
L(u)
∼= (π−1(u1u2$F ) ∩ L(RunA);⊑).
This proves Claim 1.
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Let c : σ(D)→ D be the function such that
∀x ∈ ({0, 1}∗1D)∗{0, 1}∗1 ∀u ∈ D : c(xu) = u.
Claim 2. (σ(D);≤lex) ∼= (Q;≤) and the function c is a dense D-coloring of (σ(D);≤lex).
First, for every w = x1u ∈ σ(D) with x ∈ ({0, 1}∗1D){0, 1}∗ and u ∈ D, we have
x01u <lex w <lex x11u.
Hence, (σ(D);≤lex) does not have a smallest or largest element. It remains to show that the linear
order (σ(D);≤lex) is densely D-colored by c (this implies that (σ(D);≤lex) is dense and hence, by
Cantor’s theorem, isomorphic to (Q;≤)). Consider two words w1, w2 ∈ σ(D) such that w1 <lex w2.
There are two cases.
Case 1. w1 = xαy, w2 = xβz for x, y, z ∈ (Γ ∪ {0, 1})
∗ and α, β ∈ Γ ∪ {0, 1} such that α < β. In
this case, for all u ∈ D, we have
w1 <lex w11u <lex w2 and w11u ∈ σ(D).
Case 2. w2 = w1x for some x ∈ (Γ ∪ {0, 1})+. Since w2 ∈ σ(D), we have x /∈ 0∗. Say x = 0jαy for
some j ≥ 0, α 6= 0 and y ∈ (Γ ∪ {0, 1})∗. We must have α ∈ {1, a, b1, b2, b3, ♯}. Since every symbol
from this set is larger than 0 (see (16)) we must have α > 0. Then for all u ∈ D, we have
w1 <lex w10
j+11u <lex w2 and w10
j+11u ∈ σ(D).
Hence (σ(D);≤lex) is indeed densely colored by c. This proves Claim 2.
Since $ is the minimum in the order < on Σi, for any u ∈ E, v, v′ ∈ σ(D) and w,w′ ∈ F , we have
v <lex v
′ =⇒ u$v$w <lex u$v
′$w′.
Therefore,
(π−1(u$σ(D)$F ) ∩ L(Runσ(A,E));⊑) ∼=
∑
v∈σ(D)
(π−1(u$v$F ) ∩ L(Runσ(A,E));⊑)
Claim 1
∼=
∑
v∈σ(D)
(π−1(uc(v)$F ) ∩ L(RunA);⊑)
Claim 2
∼= Shuf({(π−1(uv$F ) ∩ L(RunA);⊑) | v ∈ D}).
⊓⊔
6.2.2 Base case: automatic presentations for L1
c
,K1, and M1
m
Recall the notations
from Section 6.1.1. In the following, if D is a regular language and A is a finite non-deterministic
automaton then we denote by DA a finite automaton that results from the disjoint union of a
deterministic automaton AD for D and the automaton A by adding all transitions (q, a, p) where:
(i) q is a state of AD, (ii) there is a transition (q, a, q′) in AD, where q′ is a final state of AD, and
(iii) p is an initial state of A. Clearly, L(DA) = DL(A). We will only apply this definition in case
the product DL(A) is unambiguous. This means that if u ∈ DL(A) then there exists a unique
factorization u = u1u2 with u1 ∈ D and u2 ∈ L(A). The following lemma is easy to prove:
Lemma 27. Let A be a finite non-deterministic automaton and let D be a regular language such
that the product DL(A) is unambiguous. Let u1 ∈ D and u2 ∈ L(A). Then, the number of accepting
runs of DA on u1u2 equals the number of accepting runs of A on u2.
Lemma 28. From two given polynomials q1(x), q2(x) ∈ N[x] in k variables, one can effectively
construct an automaton A[q1, q2] over the alphabet {a,#, $} such that
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– L(A[q1, q2]) = (a+♯)k$ and
– For all c ∈ Nk+, (π
−1(ac$) ∩ L(RunA[q1,q2]);⊑)
∼= L[q1(c), q2(c)].
Proof. We construct A[q1, q2] by taking a copy of A[C(q1(x), q2(x))] (see Lemma 24), adding a
new state q$ and transitions (qf , $, q$) for each accepting state qf in A[C(q1(x), q2(x))] and making
q$ the only accepting state of A[q1, q2]. Note that for any c ∈ N
k
+, the number of accepting runs of
A[q1, q2] on a
c$ is the same as the number of accepting runs of A[C(q1(x), q2(x))] on a
c, which is
equal to C(q1(c), q2(c)). Hence, (π
−1(ac$) ∩ L(RunA[q1,q2]);⊑) forms a copy of L[q1(c), q2(c)] and
the lemma is proved. ⊓⊔
By Lemma 28, we can construct automata A1 = A[p1(x)+xℓ+1, p2(x)+xℓ+1], where x ∈ Nℓ+, over
the alphabet {a, ♯, $}, A2 = A[x1 + x2, x1 + x2] over the alphabet {b1, ♯, $}, A3 = A[x1 + x2, x1]
over the alphabet {b2, ♯, $} and A4 = A[x1, x1 + x2] over the alphabet {b3, ♯, $} such that:
∀c ∈ Nℓ+ ∀cℓ+1 ∈ N+ : (π
−1(accℓ+1$) ∩ L(RunA1);⊑) ∼= L[p1(c) + cℓ+1, p2(c) + cℓ+1] (20)
∀e1, e2 ∈ N+ : (π
−1(be11 ♯b
e2
1 ♯$) ∩ L(RunA2);⊑)
∼= L[e1 + e2, e1 + e2] (21)
∀e1, e2 ∈ N+ : (π
−1(be12 ♯b
e2
2 ♯$) ∩ L(RunA3);⊑)
∼= L[e1 + e2, e1] (22)
∀e1, e2 ∈ N+ : (π
−1(be13 ♯b
e2
3 ♯$) ∩ L(RunA4);⊑)
∼= L[e1, e1 + e2] (23)
Define the following automata:
A01 = A1 ⊎ ((a
+♯)n(A3 ⊎ A4)), A
0
2 = A2 ⊎ (b
+
1 ♯(A3 ⊎ A4)), A
0
3 = b2♯(A3 ⊎ A4).
Note that
L(A01) = (a
+♯)n
(
(a+♯)ℓ−n+1 ∪ (b+2 ♯)
2 ∪ (b+3 ♯)
2
)
$,
L(A02) = b
+
1 ♯
(
b+1 ♯ ∪ (b
+
2 ♯)
2 ∪ (b+3 ♯)
2
)
$,
L(A03) = b2♯
(
(b+2 ♯)
2 ∪ (b+3 ♯)
2
)
$.
Hence, applying Lemma 26 (with F = {ε}), we can effectively construct automata A1j (j ∈
{1, 2, 3}) as follows:
A11 = σ(A
0
1, (a
+♯)n), A12 = σ(A
0
2, b
+
1 ♯), A
1
3 = σ(A
0
3, b2♯).
For all c ∈ Nn+ we get:
(π−1(L(A11)[a
c]) ∩ L(RunA11);⊑)
Lemma 26
∼=
Shuf({(π−1(acv$) ∩ L(RunA01);⊑) | v ∈ (a
+♯)ℓ−n+1 ∪ (b+2 ♯)
2 ∪ (b+3 ♯)
2}) =
Shuf({(π−1(ac e$) ∩ L(RunA01);⊑) | e ∈ N
ℓ−n+1
+ } ∪
{(π−1(acbe12 ♯b
e2
2 ♯$) ∩ L(RunA01);⊑) | e1, e2 ∈ N+} ∪
{(π−1(acbe13 ♯b
e2
3 ♯$) ∩ L(RunA01);⊑) | e1, e2 ∈ N+})
Lemma 27
∼=
Shuf({(π−1(ac e$) ∩ L(RunA1);⊑) | e ∈ N
ℓ−n+1
+ } ∪
{(π−1(be12 ♯b
e2
2 ♯$) ∩ L(RunA3);⊑) | e1, e2 ∈ N+} ∪
{(π−1(be13 ♯b
e2
3 ♯$) ∩ L(RunA4);⊑) | e1, e2 ∈ N+})
(20)–(23)
=
Shuf({L[p1(c, e) + eℓ+1, p2(c, e) + eℓ+1] | e ∈ N
ℓ−n
+ , eℓ+1 ∈ N+} ∪
{L[e1 + e2, e1] | e1, e2 ∈ N+} ∪ {L[e1, e1 + e2] | e1, e2 ∈ N+})
(9)–(12)
=
Shuf(L11(c) ∪ L
1
3 ∪ L
1
4)
∼= L1c
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Similar calculations yield:
∀m ∈ N+ : (π
−1(L(A12)[b
m
1 ♯]) ∩ L(RunA12);⊑)
∼= Shuf(L12(m) ∪ L
1
3 ∪ L
1
4)
∼=M1m
(π−1(L(A13)[b2♯]) ∩ L(RunA13);⊑)
∼= Shuf(L13 ∪ L
1
4)
∼= K1
Let A1 = A11 ⊎ A
1
2 ⊎ A
1
3. It is easy to see that L(A
1) = ((a+♯)n ∪ b+1 ♯ ∪ b2♯)$R for some regular
language R ⊆ Σ+1 with first(R) ⊆ {0, 1}. Hence A
1 satisfies the statement in Proposition 25.
6.2.3 First inductive step: automatic presentations for Li+1
c
, Ki+1, M i+1 for i odd
Let i ≥ 1 be an odd number. Recall the notations from Section 6.1.2. We write k for n − i. By
applying the inductive assumption, we obtain an automaton Ai such that L(Ai) = ((a+♯)k+1 ∪
β♯ ∪ b2♯)$R for some regular language R ⊆ Σ∗i where β = b
+
1 if i = 1, and β = b1 otherwise.
Furthermore, first(R) ⊆ {0, 1} and the following hold for Ai:
∀c ∈ Nk+1+ : L
i
c
∼= (π−1(ac$R) ∩ L(RunAi);⊑) (24)
Mi ∼= {(π−1(u♯$R) ∩ L(RunAi);⊑) | u ∈ β} (25)
Ki ∼= (π−1(b2♯$R) ∩ L(RunAi);⊑) (26)
For any 1 ≤ j ≤ n, let Sj = $
+
1 ∪ · · · ∪ $
+
j . It is easy to see that
(Sj ;≤lex) ∼= ω · j. (27)
Define the automata Bi1, B
i
2, and B
i
3 as
Bi1 = ((a
+♯)k+1$R ∩ Ai) ⊎ (a+♯)k+1$Si, (28)
Bi2 = (β♯$R ∩ A
i) ⊎ β♯$Si, (29)
Bi3 = (b2♯$R ∩ A
i) ⊎ b2♯$Si. (30)
By (16), (24)–(27), and the fact that first(R) ⊆ {0, 1}, we have
∀c ∈ Nk+1+ : (π
−1(ac$(Si ∪R)) ∩ L(RunBi1);⊑)
∼= ω · i+ Lic, (31)
{(π−1(u♯$(Si ∪R)) ∩ L(RunBi2);⊑) | u ∈ β}
∼= {ω · i+M |M ∈ Mi}, (32)
(π−1(b2♯$(Si ∪R)) ∩ L(RunBi3);⊑)
∼= ω · i+Ki. (33)
Now construct the automata Ci1, C
i
2, and C
i
3 as follows:
Ci1 = B
i
1 ⊎ (a
+♯)kBi2, C
i
2 = b1♯B
i
2, C
i
3 = b2♯(B
i
2 ⊎ B
i
3).
We have
L(Ci1) = (a
+♯)k(a+♯ ∪ β♯)$(Si ∪R),
L(Ci2) = b1♯β♯$(Si ∪R),
L(Ci3) = b2♯(β♯ ∪ b2♯)$(Si ∪R).
Hence, we can apply Lemma 26 to Ci1, C
i
2, and C
i
3 (with F = Si ∪ R) to define the following
automata:
Ai+11 = σ(C
i
1, (a
+♯)k), Ai+12 = σ(C
i
2, b1♯), A
i+1
3 = σ(C
i
3, b2♯).
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For all c ∈ Nk+ we get:
(π−1(L(Ai+11 )[a
c]) ∩ L(RunAi+11
);⊑)
Lemma 26
∼=
Shuf({(π−1(acv$(Si ∪R)) ∩ L(RunCi1);⊑) | v ∈ a
+♯ ∪ β♯}) =
Shuf({(π−1(ac e$(Si ∪R)) ∩ L(RunCi1);⊑) | e ∈ N+} ∪
{(π−1(acu♯$(Si ∪R)) ∩ L(RunCi1);⊑) | u ∈ β})
Lemma 27
∼=
Shuf({(π−1(ac e$(Si ∪R)) ∩ L(RunBi1);⊑) | e ∈ N+} ∪
{(π−1(u♯$(Si ∪R)) ∩ L(RunBi2);⊑) | u ∈ β})
(31), (32)
=
Shuf({ω · i+ Lice | e ∈ N+} ∪ {ω · i+M |M ∈ M
i})
(13), (14)
∼= Li+1c
Similarly, we can show:
(π−1(L(Ai+12 )[b1♯]) ∩ L(RunAi+12
);⊑) ∼= Shuf({ω · i+M |M ∈Mi}) ∼=M i+1,
(π−1(L(Ai+13 )[b2♯]) ∩ L(RunAi+13
);⊑) ∼= Shuf({ω · i+M |M ∈Mi} ∪ {ω · i+Ki}) ∼= Ki+1.
Let Ai+1 = Ai+11 ⊎ A
i+1
2 ⊎ A
i+1
3 . It is easy to see that L(A
i+1) = ((a+♯)k ∪ b1♯ ∪ b2♯)$R′ for
some regular language R′ ⊆ Σ+i+1 with first(R
′) ⊆ {0, 1}. Hence Ai+1 satisfies the statement in
Proposition 25.
6.2.4 Second inductive step: automatic presentations for Li+1
c
, Ki+1, M i+1 for i
even Using the same technique, we can construct automatic presentations for Li+1c (c ∈ N
k
+),
M i+1, and Ki+1 in case i is even. We first define the automata Bi1, B
i
2, and B
i
3 as in (28)–(30),
with β = b1 this time. Then we construct
Ci1 = B
i
1 ⊎ (a
+♯)kBi3, C
i
2 = b1♯(B
i
2 ⊎ B
i
3), C
i
3 = b2♯B
i
3.
We define the following automata by applying Lemma 26:
Ai+11 = σ(C
i
1, (a
+♯)k), Ai+12 = σ(C
i
2, b1♯), A
i+1
3 = σ(C
i
3, b2♯).
By Lemma 26, it is easy to check the following:
∀c ∈ Nk+ : (π
−1(L(Ai+11 )[a
c]) ∩ L(RunAi+11
);⊑) ∼= Shuf({ω · i+ Licx | x ∈ N+} ∪ {ω · i+K
i})
∼= Li+1c ,
(π−1(L(Ai+12 )[b1♯]) ∩ L(RunAi+12
);⊑) ∼= Shuf({ω · i+M i} ∪ {ω · i+Ki})
∼=M i+1,
(π−1(L(Ai+13 )[b2♯]) ∩ L(RunAi+13
);⊑) ∼= Shuf({ω · i+Ki})
∼= Ki+1.
Let Ai+1 = Ai+11 ⊎ A
i+1
2 ⊎ A
i+1
3 . It is easy to see that L(A
i+1) ⊆ ((a+♯)k ∪ b1♯ ∪ b2♯)$R′ for
some regular language R′ ⊆ Σ+i+1 with first(R
′) ⊆ {0, 1}. Hence Ai+1 satisfies the statement
in Proposition 25. This finishes the construction in the inductive step and hence the proof of
Proposition 25. Hence we obtain:
Theorem 29. The isomorphism problem for the class of automatic linear orders is at least as
hard as FOTh(N; +,×).
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In [15], it is shown that every linear order has finite FC-rank. We do not define the FC-rank of
a linear order in general, see e.g. [15]. A linear order (L,≤) has FC-rank 1, if after identifying
all x, y ∈ L such that the interval [x, y] is finite, one obtains a dense ordering or the singleton
linear order. The result of [15] mentioned above suggests that the isomorphism problem might be
simpler for linear orders of low FC-rank. We now prove that this is not the case:
Corollary 30. The isomorphism problem for automatic linear orders of FC-rank 1 is at least as
hard as FOTh(N; +,×).
Proof. We provide a reduction from the isomorphism problem for automatic linear orders (of
arbitrary rank): if (L,≤) is an automatic linear order, then so is (K,≤) = ((−1, 0]+ [1, 2)) · (L,≤)
(this linear order is obtained from L by replacing each point with a copy of the rational numbers
in (−1, 0] ∪ [1, 2)). Then (K,≤) has FC-rank 1: Only the copies of 0 and 1 will be identified,
and the resulting order is isomorphic to (Q,≤). Moreover, (L,≤) is isomorphic to the set of all
x ∈ K satisfying ∃z > x ∀y : (x < y ≤ z → y = z). Hence (L,≤) ∼= (L′,≤′) if and only if
((−1, 0] + [1, 2)) · (L,≤) ∼= ((−1, 0] + [1, 2)) · (L′,≤′), which completes the reduction. ⊓⊔
7 Conclusion
This paper looks at the isomorphism problem of some typical classes of automatic structures.
Such classes include equivalence structures, successor trees of height at most n ∈ N, and linear
orders. In particular, we demonstrate, respectively, Π01 -completeness and Π
0
2n−3-completeness for
the isomorphism problem of the first two classes. The uniformity in our proof shows that the
isomorphism problem of automatic trees of finite height is recursively equivalent to FOTh(N; +,×).
Similarly, we prove that the isomorphism problem of automatic linear orders is at least as hard
as FOTh(N; +,×). The same technique is also used to proved that the isomorphism problem of
recursive trees of height at most n is Π02n-complete.
We conclude with an application of Theorems 18 and 29. The following corollary shows that
although automatic structures look simple (especially for automatic trees), there may be no “sim-
ple” isomorphism between two automatic copies of the same structure. An isomorphism f between
two automatic structures with domains L1 and L2, respectively, is a Σ
0
k-isomorphism, if the set
{(x, f(x)) | x ∈ L1} belongs to Σ0k.
Corollary 31. For any k ∈ N, there exist two isomorphic automatic trees of finite height (and
two automatic linear orders) without any Σ0k-isomorphism.
Proof. Let T1 = (D1;E1) and T2 = (D2;E2) be two automatic trees. Let P1(x, y), P2(x, y), . . . be
an effective enumeration of all binary Σ0k-predicates. This means that from given e ≥ 1 we can
effectively compute a description (e.g. a Σk-formula over (N; +,×)) of the predicate Pe(x, y). We
define the statement iso(T1, T2, k) as follows:
∃e ∀x1, x2 ∈ D1 ∃y1, y2 ∈ D2 : Pe(x1, y1) ∧ Pe(x2, y2) ∧
(x1 = x2 ↔ y1 = y2) ∧ ((x1, x2) ∈ E1 ↔ (y1, y2) ∈ E2)
∧ ∀y ∈ D2 ∃x ∈ D1 : Pe(x, y)
Since Pe is a Σ
0
k-predicate, this is a Σ
0
k+2-statement, which expresses the existence of a Σ
0
k-
isomorphism from T1 to T2.
By Theorem 18, there is a natural number n such that the isomorphism problem on the class
Tn of automatic trees of height at most n is Σk+3-hard. If for all T1, T2 ∈ Tn with T1 ∼= T2 there
exists a Σ0k-isomorphism from T1 to T2, then the isomorphism problem on Tn reduces to checking
existence of a Σ0k-isomorphism, which is in Σ
0
k+2 by the above consideration. Hence, there must
be T1, T2 ∈ Tn with T1 ∼= T2 but there is no Σ0k-isomorphism between them.
The corollary for linear orders can be proved in the same way, where in the definition of
iso(T1, T2, k) we replace (x1, x2) ∈ E1 ↔ (y1, y2) ∈ E2 with x1 <1 x2 ↔ y1 <2 y2, where <1 and
<2 are the linear orders of T1 and T2, respectively. ⊓⊔
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